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Message from the
Executive Director
To the SC Whitmore School Class of 2020,
I realize this is not quite the spring
semester of your senior year that you
envisioned. Life is truly unpredictable.
One of the best virtues you could ever
hope to have in life, is that of resilience.
Even when we make plans, they rarely work out the way we
expect and hope. However, we must never give up and always
strive to fight the good fight. That is the epitome of the human
spirit.
You all should be very proud of your accomplishments, during
these unprecedented times. I have no doubt, you will look back
many years from now and realize this experience made you a
better person - a stronger person. Thank you for choosing to be
a student at SC Whitmore School. Please keep in touch and keep
us informed of your future accomplishments.
You will always be welcomed at SCWS. All our best.

John Loveday M.Ed., M.T.
Executive Director
SC Whitmore School
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Board of Directors
Shennice Cleckley - Chair
Christopher McClure - Treasurer
Roger Sears - Secretary
James Rund - Member
Elizabeth Vice - Member

Administration
Eboné Adams - Director of Student Services
Michelle Bishop - Director of Compliance
Kim Dunbar - Director of School Counseling
Annette Havens - Director of Teacher Quality and Support
Susan Herring - Director of Human Resources
John Loveday - Executive Director
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Faculty and Staff
Sheli Ballard - English/Language Arts
Caroline Campbell - Spanish Teacher
Ashley Cannon - Social Studies Teacher
Brannon Carter - Science Teacher
Robin Carter - Science Teacher
Pam Chick -Enrollment Coordinator
Faye Corbitt - Office Assistant
Troy Crump - Academic Coach
Traylor Disbrow - School Counselor
Sam Dotson - Academic Recovery Coach
JaQuette Gilbert - School Counselor
Amber Goff - School Counselor
Melissa Green - Mathematics Teacher
Cyndi Hatcher - Mathematics Teacher
Eric Hatcher - Social Studies Teacher
Paula Hurley - Graduation Coach
Kristen Jones - English/Language Arts Teacher
Ashten Latta - Public Relations Manager
Patricia Lekovich - Social Studies Teacher
Christina L'Etoile - Graduation Coach
Joe McIsaac - Science Teacher
Lakesha Mitchell - English/Language Arts Teacher
Jessica Munyon - Electives Teacher, ArtMore Sponsor
Jean Redfearn - Mathematics Teacher
Amanda Reilly - Spanish/Electives Teacher
Vicky Robertson - Data Specialist
Jason Rowe - Mathematics Teacher
Erin Wheeler - Special Education Teacher
Josie White - English/Language Arts Teacher, Beta Club Sponsor
Victoria Xavier - Special Education Teacher
Summer Yon - Office Manager
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Virtual Program
Welcome John Loveday, Executive Director
Commencement Message Craig Melvin, The Today Show - NBC News
Salutatorian Ethan Hammond, SCWS Class of 2020
Valedictorian Rylee Burr, SCWS Class of 2020
Presentation of Class of 2020
Conferring of the Graduates Shennice Cleckley, SCWS Chair

Congratulations to the Class of 2020!
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Valedictorian Speech
Rylee Burr, SCWS Class of 2020
Good morning!
My name is Rylee Burr.
I want to start by saying thank you to all of the
South Carolina Whitmore School teachers and staff.
They have gone above and beyond my expectations
of an online school and how it functions. My
teachers always encouraged me on my best days and
gave me full support on the worst days as I’m sure
they have done for all of you. For the first time I was
able to create a school schedule that worked for me.
I also would like to thank my family, including my
mom and my grandmothers, for all of their
continuous love and support throughout my
childhood and high school journey. Without them
this would have never been possible.
Throughout my life, I have learned that one of the most important lessons is having the
capability to keep pushing forward despite any obstacle along the way. I feel this year has
been no exception for any of us. This year will go down in history for multiple reasons.
Although traditional schools have been disrupted, we were able to carry on as usual. We
already had the desire and the ability to do our classes online, especially with the
outstanding staff at South Carolina Whitmore right at our fingertips when we needed any
assistance for any reason.
A virtual commencement ceremony commencement ceremony has been an unexpected
event that we have had to accept on a very short notice. Although it doesn’t compare to past
graduations, it is a blessing that we are still able to be recognized today.
I would like to thank the Class of 2020 for allowing me to speak as Valedictorian at this non
traditional commencement ceremony. I want to remind all of you that no matter what life
throws at you, always remember that along this journey we can make the world a brighter
place by continuing to learn and adapt to new experiences.
Each and every student graduating today in the Class of 2020 has worked incredibly hard
and is deserving of this moment no matter how long it took or how hard it seemed. I look
forward to exploring my options in the near future and hope that you will take this
opportunity to continue your education in any way, whether that is college, the workforce,
or the military. We must do what we can to make a positive effect in our ever changing world
we live in today.
After graduation, I’m going to enjoy spending more time with my family, two dogs, and my
cat. I also plan to continue working in the workforce and I want to continue my education at
Midlands Technical College and the Airforce.
I hope that you will be able to spend more time with the special people and things in your life
that bring you happiness because, Class of 2020, we deserve it!
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Salutatorian Speech
Ethan Hammond, SCWS Class of 2020
Hello to all of you on the other side of this screen! My name is
Ethan Hammond, and I am fortunate enough to be the
salutatorian of SC Whitmore’s class of 2020. I think that it is
strangely fitting that we, the class of an extraordinary online
High School, are also having our graduation online. We were
doing it before it was cool, and lord knows that we are used to
paying attention to our computer screens by now! I’d like to
thank the SC Whitmore faculty for all their care, help, and
teachings. A special thanks to Mrs. Goff for being my lifeline,
and to my parents for their ceaseless commitment to me.

Thank you to my classmates for taking this journey alongside me, even if it has been from a
distance. It is a blessing that we are still able to celebrate our great accomplishments today,
in spite of the coronavirus. It is a testament to SC Whitmore’s ability and flexibility that we
have been able to come together from all over the state to congregate, not only today, but
also for the last four years.
First of all, I am most appreciative to SC Whitmore for their ceaseless care in making school
work with me. I transferred to SC Whitmore Junior year at a time in my life when I had few
options. I was expelled from the Governor’s School, and had the choice to attend online
school, or reformatory school. I chose online school, frankly, because it’s a lot less scary
than juvie.
In doing so, however, I discovered SC Whitmore. I found an environment that is willing to
accept me and help me flourish. Through Whitmore, I have participated in work studies,
joined in service learning, and completed over a year and a half of dual-enrollment classes.
I have been given a second chance. My own bad decisions forced me to change my plan for
life, but SC Whitmore helped me change it in the right direction. This school has always
modeled flexibility and forgiveness for me.
I hope that we, the class of 2020, can use what we’ve learned as we turn towards the future.
We can be flexible and meet challenges as they come. We can allow difficulties to change us
for the better. We can improvise, adapt, and overcome. Modern problems require modern
solutions, after all, and we can use our unique experiences to help develop these solutions.
That would be an outstanding move. In the words of Albert Einstein, “the measure of
intelligence is the ability to change”. Therefore, we have received the best education we
could ask for. SC Whitmore has prepared us for a world that is changing rapidly by teaching
us to flex with it. Because, if we know how to flex with the world now, we can change it in
the future. And if we can change the world, then we can make it even better. Thank you for
your time, and good luck.
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Blue Diamond Awards

The SC Whitmore School Blue Diamond Society was formed to recognize
outstanding seniors who have embraced the mission of SCWS. A
scholarship fund was established to award these exceptional students for
their hard work. The selected graduates will receive a $1000 merit based
scholarship to be used for a 2 year or 4 year college, or a career skills
enhancement program of their choice.

Jasmine Abdul Jalil, SCWS Class of 2020
“I have been supported and loved throughout my
years attending SC Whitmore School. I was
apprehensive about starting a new school in the
middle of the academic year. I am still astonished
at how my counselor Mr. Disbrow and Principal
Loveday managed to turn this C student into an
Honors student with a 4.0 GPA. SC Whitmore gave
me another chance by challenging me mentally
and academically, and allowing me to excel in my
studies at my own pace.”

Sydney Bell, SCWS Class of 2020
“SC Whitmore helped me learn more
because I was able to go at my own
pace and not feel rushed. This helped
me to be able to take the time to
really absorb the information when
learning. I have really enjoyed being
able to do school in a way that was
best for me and I am thankful to SC
Whitmore for giving me the
opportunity to do that.”

Lucas Block, SCWS Class of 2020
“Having the ability to do my classes when I
needed to and work them around my personal
schedule allowed me to have much greater
success. I feel much more prepared for going to
college because I have been taught the skill of
time management. Many college freshmen are
unable to thrive in their studies because they are
used to concrete schedules. I look forward to
using the skills I have gained to prosper in the
future.”
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Blue Diamond Awards
Kathryn Capili, SCWS Class of 2020
“I can go to school anywhere I
choose. I was able to go to auditions
in New York and vacation in Virginia
Beach and my school work was
always at the snap of my fingers.
SCWS has changed my life and given
me the best senior year anyone could
ask for!”

Zachary English, SCWS Class of 2020
"I
have
been
competing
in
gymnastics since the age of 6 and
virtual school has always been a great
option to harmonize with my busy
practice and competition schedule.
SC Whitmore has given me great
opportunities by not only allowing
me to do what it takes to excel in
competitive gymnastics, but also by
providing
excellent
academics,
encouraging strong leadership, and
instilling valuable life lessons all
throughout my high school career."

Bill Frye, SCWS Class of 2020
“One of the best parts of SC Whitmore that I
have experienced is the Dual Enrollment
Program. When I finished gaining almost all of
my credits in my junior year, my counselor told
me that I could attempt college hours at the
college of my choice. With their encouragement
I decided that it would be best to join USC
Salkehatchie while staying enrolled in SC
Whitmore to get a taste of college. If I had not
decided to attend SC Whitmore, I know that I
would have missed out on the way to do school
MY way.”
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Blue Diamond Awards
Kaylyn Hinson, SCWS Class of 2020
“What is ‘School Your Way’ and what does
that mean to me? It means to give a second
chance to a student who was overwhelmed
and in need of something a little more.
Without this online school, I don’t think I
would have been able to move on to pursue
film and writing like I wanted to. SC
Whitmore was able to give me the tools I
needed to succeed and supported me the
whole way through.”

Britney Johnson, SCWS Class of 2020
“SC Whitmore allowed me to finish my
classes at my own pace so that I can do
outside activities. I am a cheerleader
and am always practicing so being able
to have school online really helped me
excel in my sport while still being able
to do all my classes. It has allowed me to
travel while still receiving an adequate
education.”

Alexis Lucarelli, SCWS Class of 2020
“SC Whitmore has been so helpful to me because
it gives you a sense of control and responsibility
that you wouldn’t feel in a traditional high school.
The thought of not having a teacher physically
present was worrisome at first, but SC Whitmore
has a staff that is very attentive and helpful. I
have made strong connections with a few of my
teachers through virtual meetings which has
made it easy to interact with them as I needed
help. I will miss this school as I continue to
pursue my education and it will always be an
experience I hold close to my heart.”
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Blue Diamond Awards
Sabrina McKinney, SCWS Class of 2020
“It

takes

a

responsible

and

determined

student to hold themselves accountable to
reaching their goals and completing their
work. The option to complete and submit
work over the weekend also helped me get
ahead pretty quickly and graduate one year
early. SC Whitmore has been a wonderful
place for me to excel and reach my full
potential before graduating high school.”

Anna Ott, SCWS Class of 2020
“The more I understood what SC
Whitmore School stood for, as well as
how it operated, the more I was
interested in spending my last years
of high school here. The teachers at
this school are very helpful and I felt
comfortable reaching out and asking
for assistance when I needed to. I do
not regret transferring to SC
Whitmore School.”

Isabella Robb, SCWS Class of 2020
“During my time at SC Whitmore School, I have been able
to work at my own pace. I’ve been able to maintain two jobs
to help me save money for college. I’ve been able to fairly
better control my anxiety all while continuing my
education in a way that essentially is the best for me. SC
Whitmore has the most amazing staff of teachers,
counselors, and administrators that always go out of their
way to help me. SC Whitmore has prepared me for college
in the fall. I am excited to go to college although I will this
school and all the teachers that helped me through this
journey.”
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Graduates
*Honors, +Early Graduate, ^Blue Diamond, #National Beta Club, ~Dual
Enrollment, > Valedictorian, = Salutatorian

Graduate

Hometown

JasmineAbdul Jalil * ^

Clover

Keller Anneaux *

Lexington

Evelynn Bailey

Fort Mill

Caleb Ball

Simpsonville

Karson Ball

Greer

Sydney Bell * + ^

Lexington

Destiny Blackwell

Fort Mill

Lucas Block * ~ ^

Greer

Addison Bobbitt *

Columbia

Jonathan Bragg *

Travelers Rest

Karen Bravo *

West Columbia

Hailie Brogan

Graniteville

Angelina Bullard *

Fort Mill

Julia Burkett #

Lexington

Rylee Burr > +

West Columbia

Kathryn Capili * + ^

Lexington

Taylor Carder *

Lexington

William Cardona *

Fort Mill

Gabriella Castro *

Pelion

Kennidy Cekauskas *

Spartanburg

Congratulations to the Class of 2020!
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Graduates
*Honors, +Early Graduate, ^Blue Diamond, #National Beta Club, ~Dual
Enrollment, > Valedictorian, = Salutatorian

Graduate

Hometown

Kerstin Chappell

West Columbia

Christopher Classen

Barnwell

Erin Clayton

Travelers Rest

Hayley Collins *

Timmonsville

Madison Conger

Mauldin

Joshua Cook

Conway

Abigail Corona Tharp

Myrtle Beach

Felipe Corona Tharp

Myrtle Beach

Karlee Cothran

Travelers Rest

Lilee Cox +

Simpsonville

Ruby Cox *

Surside Beach

Salena Creel +

Cottageville

Baylen Creswell * +

Parksville

Alyssa Crummey *

Irmo

Reagan Crump *

Prosperity

Brice Curtis

Boiling Springs

Janyya Dansby +

Blythewood

Darius Davis

Simpsonville

Emily Deason *

Greenwood

Alexis Duncan +

Easley

Congratulations to the Class of 2020!
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Graduates
*Honors, +Early Graduate, ^Blue Diamond, #National Beta Club, ~Dual
Enrollment, > Valedictorian, = Salutatorian

Graduate

Hometown

Noah Durant - Woods

Spartanburg

Zachary English * # ^

Duncan

Emese Estok * +

Fort Mill

Katya Flower * ~

Fountain Inn

Julie Foley

Lexington

Emalyne Fox * ~

Gaffney

William Frye * # ~ ^

Barnwell

Dale Gentile *

Fort Mill

Phillip Gettys * +

Greenwood

Makayla Giles

Chester

Zion Grant

Piedmont

Aaron Grom

Moore

Ethan Hammond = ~

Greenville

Trinity Hansen * +

Fort Mill

Marissa Haq

Fort Mill

Abigail Hennessee

Little Mountain

Leah Hervieux

Myrtle Beach

Abigail Hickman *

Blythewood

Brittany Hinson * + ^

McConnells

Kaylyn Hinson * + ^

Lugoff

Congratulations to the Class of 2020!
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Graduates
*Honors, +Early Graduate, ^Blue Diamond, #National Beta Club, ~Dual
Enrollment, > Valedictorian, = Salutatorian

Graduate

Hometown

Estelle Howard

Greenville

Gavin Hudspith *

Aiken

Lana Huff *

Spartanburg

Britney Johnson * ^

Salem

Semira Jones * #

Woodruff

Ethan Kemeny

Bluffton

Jaden King +

West Columbia

Madison Ladd

Johns Island

Jeremy Levesque *

Fort Mill

Paradise Lewis *

Hanahan

Caitlin Long * + #

Rock Hill

Alexis Lucarelli * + # ^

Lugoff

Ian Lupinek *

Landrum

Meredith Lynn

Chapin

Lily Martin *

Lexington

Lia Mastalsz

Aiken

Mary McClary

Surside Beach

Sabrina McKinney * + ^

Clover

Jonathan Meetze

Chapin

Kayla Messick *

Chesnees

Congratulations to the Class of 2020!
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Graduates
*Honors, +Early Graduate, ^Blue Diamond, #National Beta Club, ~Dual
Enrollment, > Valedictorian, = Salutatorian

Graduate

Hometown

Haley Mumma

Rock Hill

Natalie Newman * +

Charleston

Austin Newton *

Myrtle Beach

Morgan Ogden *

Fort Mill

Julia Olson +

Summerville

Anna Ott * ^

Honea Path

Abigail Patterson *

Lexington

Madsion Peele

Lexington

Jessica Powers * +

Chapin

Hannah Qazah *

Townville

Sara Rampersad

Fort Mill

A'Rion Rhodes *

Enoree

Madison Rhodes *

Hartsville

Hailley Riddle *

Bluffton

Isabella Robb * ^

Florence

Parker Shaffer

Varnville

Ryan Shaw

Summerville

Jordan Sims *

Simpsonville

Lauren Siniard *

Fort Mill

Alexander Skiles *

Moncks Corner

Congratulations to the Class of 2020!
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Graduates
*Honors, +Early Graduate, ^Blue Diamond, #National Beta Club, ~Dual
Enrollment, > Valedictorian, = Salutatorian

Graduate

Hometown

Carlee Smith +

Elgin

O'Daejai Smith

Columbia

Patricia Smith *

Myrtle Beach

Jace Spinks

Lugoff

Jordyn Stone

Fort Mill

William Stroud *

Cayce

Ansley Sweat *

Bamberg

Christian Taylor *

Rock Hill

Christopher Taylor *

Chapin

Mia Thatcher *

Bluffton

Alisha Therrien *

Anderson

Bowen Turner *

Orangeburg

Noemi Vasquez

Beaufort

Lillian Wagener

Rock Hill

Miranda Wagner *

Trenton

Adrienne Walsh *

Columbia

Justin Weaver *

Florence

Emma Wetzel * +

Charleston

Samuel White

Simpsonville

Hannah Williams

Ridgeville

Erick Wilson *

Columbia

Henry Wood *

Indian Land

Congratulations to the Class of 2020!
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Congratulations Class of 2020!
We are honored that you chose to be a part
of the SCWS family. We are excited about
what the future holds for you!
SCWS relies heavily on word of mouth, in
order to continue our growth and success.
Please support SCWS by spreading the
word about our school on social media.
Thanks for your support.

@SCWHITMORESCHOOL

@SCWS1

SC Whitmore School

SC Whitmore School

SC.WHITMORE.SCHOOL
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SC Whitmore School

